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Video Games

• Hard-core video games often portray the main characters as fighting back against threats. This provides a scenario similar to the one Revonsuo (2000) argues dreams evolved for.

• Also, provides a realm for fight-or-flight responses (Taylor, 2012).
Social Media

• Social media provides users with a new medium for social contact.
  – Cirucci (2013a) suggests that winning in gaming is defeating one’s foes, while winning in social media is becoming a celebrity.
  – In previous study Gackenbach & Boyes found:
    • Differences seemed to support the nightmare protection thesis of video game play such that high end gaming, no matter the degree of social media use, suffered less from these negative types of dreams. Additionally, the high VGP/high SMU group had the thinnest psychological boundaries and thus were perhaps most susceptible to media effects. While at the same time this group of high end media users showed the least negative self concepts in their recent dream content. This was reflected in their typical dream reports as well.
Nightmare Protection Hypothesis

• Gackenbach, Ellerman, and Hall (2011) conducted a study on military gamers. 
  – They found:
    – For those not currently experiencing PTSD, video game play appeared to lessen the effects of nightmares.
    – These dreams were seen as being more empowering
    – A limitation of this study was that it included an almost entirely male population.
But...

• When Gackenbach, Darlington, Ferguson and Boyes (2013) replicated this study with a student population they found:
  – For male high-end gamers, the nightmare protection hypothesis appeared to hold
  – However, female high-end gamers were still troubled by their nightmares.
Hypotheses

• Genre of games played may be causing the gender divide.
• Women may be experiencing more stereotype threat.
• Coping responses may differ between genders. Females may be utilizing tend and befriend responses.
Methods

• Data was gathered on: demographics, video game history and social media use, BRIEF Cope, Stereotype Threat and a Dream Questionnaire.
• A nightmare was collected with questions about it
• Four groups were examined: high-end male gamers, low-end male gamers, high-end female gamers, and low-end female gamers
  – video game groups based on factor scores of game history questions
  – lower 2/3 (lows) and upper 1/3 (highs)
Results- Demographics

• 355 participants,
  – of this 272 reported nightmares.
• Of the 101 males, 68 were high-end gamers
• Of the 194 females, 31 were high-end gamers.
• Participants ranged in age from 17 years old to 50 years old with a mean age of 20 years old.
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More Differences in Nightmare Protection

• In-dream emotions
• 15 emotions asked about
• Factor analysis reduced these to three factors
• Sex x gamer x dream emo fac score ANCOVA (#words/dream as covariate)
• Three way interaction
Results - Dream Variables
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Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: wordsperdr = 105.31
Results- Gaming Variables

• Participants answered questions about their favorite genre.
• These genres were divided into seven categories.
  • First-person shooters, action-adventure games, strategy, role-playing, driving and sports games were more popular among high-end male gamers.
• Females played more music, dance, and casual games. The group most likely to not report having a favorite game was low-end female gamers.
Results- Social Media Variables

• Factor analysis was conducted on video game and social media use.
• Factor 1: Video game variables all loaded together on this factor from which gaming groups were identified
• Factor 2: Social media for professional use
• Factor 3: Social media breadth and speed
Results - Media Use Variables
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Results- Brief Coping Scale

• Sex Main Effects:
  – Females use more social support, reassessment and denial.
  – Males use more alcohol and drugs and self-negativity

• Gamer Main Effects:
  – High-end gamers use more reassessment and denial.
Results - Brief Coping Scale
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Stereotype Threat

- Participants completed the Social Identities and Attitudes Scale (SIAS).
- Irrelevant subscales were removed from analysis
  - Females scored higher on gender items and negative self
  - High-end gamers scored higher on negative self.
Results: Coping in Dreams

• Self report of frequency of each type of response to nightmare (fight, flight, tend, befriend)
• ANCOVA on Sex x gamer x type of response frequency with # of words covariate
• Main effect: type of response (Flight>Fight>Tend>Befriend)
• Interactions: sex x response
• Sex x gamer x response (1=fight; 2=flight; 3=trend; 4=befriend)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-End Gamers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Low-End Gamers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight Response in Dream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flight Response in Dream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Response in Dream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tend Response in Dream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Befriend Response in Dream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

• Overall, results further indicated a male-female high end gamer difference in nightmare protection (males have it while females do not)

• Provided support for our hypotheses.
  – Genre: F>M casual types
  – Stereotype threat:
    • F>M gender & Negative self
    • Hi>Lo gamer groups negative self; no difference in gender
  – Coping style in waking
    • Hi>Lo gamer groups reassessment & Denial
    • Denial interacted with sex (low end males did not use denial as much)
  – Coping in dream
    • Male gamers use fight way more than female gamers
Questions?
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